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Notes:
Performance is in Internal Throughput Rate (ITR) ratio based on measurements and projections using standard IBM benchmarks in a controlled environment.  The actual throughput that any 
user will experience will vary depending upon considerations such as the amount of multiprogramming in the user's job stream, the I/O configuration, the storage configuration, and the 
workload processed.  Therefore, no assurance can  be given that an individual user will achieve throughput improvements equivalent to the performance ratios stated here. 

IBM hardware products are manufactured from new parts, or new and serviceable used parts. Regardless, our warranty terms apply.

All customer examples cited or described in this presentation are presented as illustrations of  the manner in which some customers have used IBM products and the results they may have 
achieved.  Actual environmental costs and performance characteristics will vary depending on individual customer configurations and conditions.

This publication was produced in the United States.  IBM may not offer the products, services or features discussed in this document in other countries, and the information may be subject 
to change without notice.  Consult your local IBM business contact for information on the product or services available in your area.

IBM considers a product “Year 2000 ready” if the product, when used in accordance with its associated documentation, is capable of correctly processing, providing and/or receiving date 
data within and between the 20th and 21st centuries, provided that all products (for example, hardware, software and firmware) used with the product properly exchange accurate date data 
with it. Any statements concerning the Year 2000 readiness of any IBM products contained in this presentation are Year 2000 Readiness Disclosures, subject to the Year 2000 Information 
and Readiness Disclosure Act of 1998.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction and intent are subject to change or withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.

Information about non-IBM products is obtained from the manufacturers of those products or their published announcements.  IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the 
performance, compatibility, or any other claims related to non-IBM products.  Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the suppliers of those products.
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DisclaimerDisclaimer

The information contained in this document is not intended to be an assertion of future 
action by IBM.  The use of this information or the implementation of any of these 
techniques is a customer responsibility and depends on the customer's ability to evaluate 
and integrate them into the operational environment.  While each item may have been 
reviewed by IBM for accuracy in a specific situation, there is no guarantee that the same 
or similar results will be obtained elsewhere.  Customers attempting to adopt these 
techniques to their own environment do so at their own risk.

In this presentation, any references made to an IBM licensed program are not intended 
to state or imply that only IBM's licensed program may be used; any functionally 
equivalent program may be used instead.

Any performance data contained in this presentation was determined in a controlled 
environment and, therefore, the results which may be obtained in other operating 
environments may vary significantly.  Users of this presentation should verify the 
applicable data for their specific environment.

It is possible that this material may contain reference to, or information about, IBM 
products (machines and programs), programming, or services that are not announced in 
your country.  Such references or information must not be construed to mean that IBM 
intends to announce such IBM products, programming or services in your country.

Any feedback that you give IBM regarding this presentation will be treated as 
non-confidential information.  IBM reserves the right to use this information in any form.

Agenda                             Agenda                             
This session will help you be a better NegotiatorThis session will help you be a better Negotiator

Negotiating is a life long pursuitNegotiating is a life long pursuit
Negotiating involves:Negotiating involves:

PreparationPreparation
StrategyStrategy
TacticsTactics
ClosingClosing

To help you continue to learn:To help you continue to learn:
Practice, practice, practice.  Practice, practice, practice.  
Wonderful referencesWonderful references
Don't get discouraged.Don't get discouraged.
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Why NegotiateWhy Negotiate??

To improve your situationTo improve your situation
Doing better than BATNA - Best Alternative Doing better than BATNA - Best Alternative 
To a Negotiated AgreementTo a Negotiated Agreement

What is it? What is it? 
A method for people with different interests to A method for people with different interests to 
reach a reach a mutuallymutually  beneficial outcome. beneficial outcome.
A discussion that leaves A discussion that leaves bothboth of you better off of you better off

Successful if:Successful if:
Both get a Positive OutcomeBoth get a Positive Outcome
Good RelationshipGood Relationship

What is NOT NegotiatingWhat is NOT Negotiating                                      

It is NOT:It is NOT:
Using power Using power 

AuthorityAuthority
PositionPosition
MoneyMoney
ForceForce

Manipulation - winning when you are wrongManipulation - winning when you are wrong
Aggressive - loud, pushyAggressive - loud, pushy
Quick or EasyQuick or Easy
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Don'tDon't                                                      
Don't negotiate when:Don't negotiate when:

A weapon is involvedA weapon is involved
You are over your headYou are over your head

Don't brag (i.e. don't motivate the wrong way)Don't brag (i.e. don't motivate the wrong way)
"I'm a good negotiator""I'm a good negotiator"
"I just took this class""I just took this class"
"I'm rich""I'm rich"
"I'm powerful" or "Do you know who I am?""I'm powerful" or "Do you know who I am?"

Don't make unnecessary movementsDon't make unnecessary movements

Preparation                            Preparation                            

Know yourself:Know yourself:
Know what you want.Know what you want.

Including qualityIncluding quality
Know your BATNAKnow your BATNA

Know what else is available (i.e. prices)Know what else is available (i.e. prices)
Know when to stopKnow when to stop

Know what is fairKnow what is fair
Don't settle if it isn't fair for both of you.Don't settle if it isn't fair for both of you.

Know what your time is worthKnow what your time is worth
Know how willing you are to changeKnow how willing you are to change
Know what else depends on this relationshipKnow what else depends on this relationship
Know how long do you need this to lastKnow how long do you need this to last
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Preparation                           Preparation                           

Know who you are dealing withKnow who you are dealing with
Understand their situationUnderstand their situation
Find out what they need and wantFind out what they need and want

Determine their BATNADetermine their BATNA
Know who will make the decisionKnow who will make the decision
What will they think is fair?What will they think is fair?
What tactics are they likely to use?What tactics are they likely to use?
Understand their background Understand their background 

If you don't know, If you don't know, 
picture yourself in their place, picture yourself in their place, 
guess, and then guess, and then 
listen and test. listen and test. 

What is Fair?                             What is Fair?                             

Depends on CultureDepends on Culture
Fixed conceptFixed concept
Determined by the outcome Determined by the outcome 

From my perspective:From my perspective:
The GOLD rule:The GOLD rule:

"Ye that has the GOLD makes the rule.""Ye that has the GOLD makes the rule."
Pay for KnowledgePay for Knowledge
Pay for ServicePay for Service
It is fair for everyone to make some moneyIt is fair for everyone to make some money
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Other Considerations Other Considerations 

Expect to be successfulExpect to be successful
Keep control of your emotionsKeep control of your emotions

Lose control, could lose the negotiationLose control, could lose the negotiation
Find/deal with items that will upset youFind/deal with items that will upset you

Don't let the discussion become personalDon't let the discussion become personal
Don't discuss YOU or THEM - discuss ideasDon't discuss YOU or THEM - discuss ideas
Use your smile to communicateUse your smile to communicate
No matter what, show respect for themNo matter what, show respect for them

Other Considerations Other Considerations 

Don't give up anything for freeDon't give up anything for free
Don't agree to little things firstDon't agree to little things first

Similar to packing a carSimilar to packing a car
Keep possibilities clearly separate from Keep possibilities clearly separate from 
commitmentscommitments
Don't expose your time pressuresDon't expose your time pressures
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Other Considerations Other Considerations 

Know Who is watching.Know Who is watching.
How much do you trust them?How much do you trust them?
What affect will they have?What affect will they have?

How you are communicating:How you are communicating:
In personIn person
PhonePhone
Written on paperWritten on paper
Public forum:    >size  =  >riskPublic forum:    >size  =  >risk
Recorded discussionRecorded discussion
e-maile-mail

Strategy                              Strategy                              

Validate your initial perspectiveValidate your initial perspective
Keep it casualKeep it casual
Keep them talkingKeep them talking
If you meet any resistance: If you meet any resistance: 

stop or change subjectsstop or change subjects
Listen for what they wantListen for what they want
Don't make commitmentsDon't make commitments
Probe for common interestsProbe for common interests

Any information received here may be Any information received here may be 
useful lateruseful later
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The Negotiation CycleThe Negotiation Cycle      
Do while progress is being made:Do while progress is being made:

Discuss Interests Discuss Interests 
Including learning about themIncluding learning about them

Invent OptionsInvent Options
Possibilities that might benefit both of youPossibilities that might benefit both of you

Look for CriteriaLook for Criteria
What have others done?What have others done?
How has this, or something similar, been How has this, or something similar, been 
solved?solved?
What is the market value?What is the market value?

End DoEnd Do

What are Tactics? What are Tactics? 

Short term actions meant to gain a Short term actions meant to gain a 
concession without giving up one.concession without giving up one.
Universal Defense:Universal Defense:

Call them on itCall them on it
"I see that you are using ... .   I don't see "I see that you are using ... .   I don't see 
how this will help us reach an agreement."how this will help us reach an agreement."

Test it immediatelyTest it immediately
"Did you just say that if everything else "Did you just say that if everything else 
was in agreement, that this would keep you was in agreement, that this would keep you 
from agreeing?"from agreeing?"
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Tactics                        Tactics                        

DishonestyDishonesty
Defense:Defense:

"If you won't be honest, then we cannot reach an agreement""If you won't be honest, then we cannot reach an agreement"

In fact, it they are not honest here, what makes you think they In fact, it they are not honest here, what makes you think they 
will keep the agreement later?will keep the agreement later?

Deferring to another timeDeferring to another time
Defense:Defense:

Determine why they need to defer.Determine why they need to defer.
CustomCustom
More informationMore information
Just a delayJust a delay

Compare the need to defer to their negotiated gainsCompare the need to defer to their negotiated gains
Or, just be patientOr, just be patient

Tactics                        Tactics                        

Surprise - Surprise - 
Use:Use:

"WOW, 29 dollars?""WOW, 29 dollars?"
Defense:Defense:

Stand firm: "Yep, that is the price."Stand firm: "Yep, that is the price."
This is a good first approach to getting the fat out of the price.This is a good first approach to getting the fat out of the price.

Single deferral Single deferral 
Use:Use:

"But, ..my boss.. will make the final decision""But, ..my boss.. will make the final decision"
Defense:Defense:

"Let me talk to the person that can make the decision.""Let me talk to the person that can make the decision."
Preparation:Preparation:

Determine how much authority this person hasDetermine how much authority this person has
Match their level of authorityMatch their level of authority
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Tactics                        Tactics                        
Multiple Deferral Multiple Deferral 

Use:Use:
"But, 'the committee' will make the final decision""But, 'the committee' will make the final decision"

Defense:Defense:
"The committee must rely on your recommendation or they "The committee must rely on your recommendation or they 
wouldn't have you representing them.  What will you wouldn't have you representing them.  What will you 
recommend to them?"recommend to them?"

Helper (Good Cop, Bad Cop)Helper (Good Cop, Bad Cop)
Use:Use:

"I'm on your side.  I'll take your case to my boss.""I'm on your side.  I'll take your case to my boss."
Defense:Defense:

Firmly say: "I know you two are working together, so I will treat Firmly say: "I know you two are working together, so I will treat 
you as one."you as one."

Tactics                        Tactics                        

Fixed Price Fixed Price 
UseUse

"This is the price.""This is the price."
Defense:Defense:

"I can get if for X on the web, but I would rather deal with you "I can get if for X on the web, but I would rather deal with you 
as long as the price is in line."as long as the price is in line."
If we came within Y, would you still not agree?If we came within Y, would you still not agree?

Smaller differences Smaller differences 
Use:Use:

"Let's split the difference.""Let's split the difference."
Defense:Defense:

Don't be the first to split the difference.  Don't be the first to split the difference.  
Make each change smaller than the previous change.Make each change smaller than the previous change.

i.e. 50, 40, 35, 32, 31 i.e. 50, 40, 35, 32, 31 
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Tactics                        Tactics                        

QualityQuality
Use:Use:

"My product is made better.""My product is made better."
Defense:Defense:

Ask for explanation, then researchAsk for explanation, then research
Use for your own education even if it takes lots of their time then Use for your own education even if it takes lots of their time then 
defer for considerationdefer for consideration
"That is more quality than I need.""That is more quality than I need."

UrgencyUrgency
UseUse

"Buy now and you get ...""Buy now and you get ..."
DefenseDefense

Consider why it is urgent and how important that is to you.Consider why it is urgent and how important that is to you.
Which is greater, his commission or your benefit?Which is greater, his commission or your benefit?
"If I buy later, you won't extend the same offer?""If I buy later, you won't extend the same offer?"

Tactics Tactics 

NibblingNibbling
Use:Use:

When the deal is almost signed say "Would you throw in ...?"When the deal is almost signed say "Would you throw in ...?"
Defense:Defense:

Restate what they are receivingRestate what they are receiving
Mention another benefit for themMention another benefit for them

Why:Why:
If the deal is a big enough gain, the other side will yield rather If the deal is a big enough gain, the other side will yield rather 
than ruin the deal.than ruin the deal.

Hard StandHard Stand
Defense:Defense:

Don't reduce yourself to their levelDon't reduce yourself to their level
Find others to talk to themFind others to talk to them
Be patientBe patient
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Credit Card Example Credit Card Example 
SituationSituation

Used for many yearsUsed for many years
Always paid on timeAlways paid on time
Late payment this once ($25 fee + interest)Late payment this once ($25 fee + interest)

Your BATNAYour BATNA
Unhappy with companyUnhappy with company

Not use card as muchNot use card as much
Pay $25 + interestPay $25 + interest

Their BATNATheir BATNA
Lose relationship (since you feel badly treated)Lose relationship (since you feel badly treated)
Lose future transaction fees (5%-7%)Lose future transaction fees (5%-7%)
Gain $25 + interestGain $25 + interest

Credit Card Example Credit Card Example 

Explain what happened.Explain what happened.
Ask:Ask:

"Would you forgive the late fees?""Would you forgive the late fees?"
"Before deciding, please consider how much I "Before deciding, please consider how much I 
have charged to your credit card."have charged to your credit card."

The Usual responseThe Usual response
"OK, but just this once.""OK, but just this once."

Nibble by asking:Nibble by asking:
"Would you also consider removing the interest "Would you also consider removing the interest 
charges?"charges?"

Usually they willUsually they will
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Closing                             Closing                             

Close as soon as it is possible.Close as soon as it is possible.
Document the resultDocument the result

record the name of the personrecord the name of the person
Discuss guaranteesDiscuss guarantees

Based on how durable this agreement needs to Based on how durable this agreement needs to 
be.be.

Put it into action as soon as possiblePut it into action as soon as possible
Players may changePlayers may change
Players may forgetPlayers may forget
The situation may changeThe situation may change

Closing                      Closing                      

Re-closing - If first closing wasn't successfulRe-closing - If first closing wasn't successful
SmileSmile
Agree: "I understand how you might feel that Agree: "I understand how you might feel that 
way."way."
Add more value:Add more value:

I didn't have time to tell you ...I didn't have time to tell you ...
Did I mention ..(something new)Did I mention ..(something new)

Close with a different question: "What color Close with a different question: "What color 
would you like?"would you like?"

allow them to save faceallow them to save face
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Example                      Example                      

Problem:Problem:
You are in a restaurant and you get a bad meal.You are in a restaurant and you get a bad meal.

Your BATNAYour BATNA
Don't say anything, pay, leave and don't returnDon't say anything, pay, leave and don't return

Other possible outcomes:Other possible outcomes:
Complain to waiterComplain to waiter
Get a new meal, refund, or something elseGet a new meal, refund, or something else

Example                      Example                      
Goals:Goals:

Your principled goal:Your principled goal:
settle on a fair price (>$0 and <full price)settle on a fair price (>$0 and <full price)

Waiter's goal:Waiter's goal:
Preserve his tipPreserve his tip

Manager's principled goal:Manager's principled goal:
To have you come backTo have you come back
To allow you say good things about themTo allow you say good things about them
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Example                      Example                      

Resolve as soon as possibleResolve as soon as possible
negative feeling grow with timenegative feeling grow with time
reduce time damage is donereduce time damage is done

Determine who can resolve the problemDetermine who can resolve the problem
Waiter?Waiter?
Manager?Manager?

Discussing the problem with someone who Discussing the problem with someone who 
cannot make the decision you want can not get cannot make the decision you want can not get 
the result you desire and could prevent you the result you desire and could prevent you 
from ever getting it resolved.from ever getting it resolved.

Example                      Example                      
Discuss with ManagerDiscuss with Manager

To the Waiter: "May I see the manager?"To the Waiter: "May I see the manager?"
Discuss facts first with the Manager Discuss facts first with the Manager 

"My meal wasn't as good as I expected ..." "My meal wasn't as good as I expected ..." 
(and why)(and why)

If you like the solution:If you like the solution:
say thankssay thanks
don't say anything negative about themdon't say anything negative about them

If you don't like the solution:If you don't like the solution:
vote with your feet - Don't come backvote with your feet - Don't come back

Most will go beyond your expectationsMost will go beyond your expectations
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Practice                             Practice                             

First practice in a safe environmentFirst practice in a safe environment
WifeWife
ChildrenChildren
people you don't knowpeople you don't know

Next, practice in riskier environmentsNext, practice in riskier environments
PeersPeers
BossBoss

Don't practice high risk environments until readyDon't practice high risk environments until ready
Physical violence (e.g. weapon involved)Physical violence (e.g. weapon involved)
Significant valueSignificant value

Evaluate yourselfEvaluate yourself                                                        
How did you do?  How did you do?  

If you feel good about the result:If you feel good about the result:
What will you do again?What will you do again?

If you feel like you have been taken?If you feel like you have been taken?
What will you do better next time?What will you do better next time?

preparationpreparation
strategystrategy
tacticstactics

Continuously Study:Continuously Study:
negotiation techniquesnegotiation techniques
successful peoplesuccessful people
unsuccessful peopleunsuccessful people
other culturesother cultures
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